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Similar to the standard 3 wire kit. cable 1 is fitted with a tie 
microphone and clothing clip. cable 2 is fitted with a finger style 
Ptt and velcro loop. cable 3 is fitted with a 3.5mm mono socket 
allowing the wearer to choose the style of earpiece they prefer. 
 
FeatureS

Miniature tie Mic with clothing clip•	
Separate finger style PTT•	
Earpiece lead fitted with 3.5mm socket (allows connection of various •	
earpieces)

tecHnical data

Weight: 38g
Cable length: 
Plug - E/P Socket: 700mm straight
Plug - Mic: 1.1m straight
Plug - PTT: 1.2m straight
Connector:  Radio specific
Colour: Black only

oPtionS (on selected models)

Pluggable alternative earpieces to connect to wire kits•	

LEP 330 1 Wire Kit MP3

a 3 wire kit fitted with the same replaceable earpieces as the 1 wire 
kit. inductors can be connected allowing use with wireless 
earpieces. 2nd cable is fitted with a small tie microphone and 
clothing clip. Supplied with an iP67 wireless Ptt and adjustable 
rubber hand loop. a secondary wired Ptt is also fitted to the 
product. Suitable for covert applications.  
 
FeatureS

Same earpiece style as the 1 wire kit•	
Miniature tie Mic with clothing clip•	
Wireless PTT with velcro strap•	

tecHnical data

Weight: 60g
Plug - Earpiece: 1.2m straight
Plug - Mic: 1.2m straight
PTT: Wireless 2.4 GHz
Colour:  Black only

3 Wire Kit with Wireless Ptt

Pink open ear inserts designed to replace the standard clear eartip 
from the acoustic tube style earpieces. Provides greater comfort 
when wearing for long periods of time. ideal for user’s operating 
in noisy surroundings, such as Policing football matches or other 
crowd control applications.  
 
FeatureS

Replaces the standard clear eartip on the wire kits•	
Open ear insert variant allows the user to hear ambient sound •	
Provides greater comfort over longer work period •	
Available in left or right and small, medium and large sizes•	

oPtionS (on selected models)

Noise attenuating plug which replaces the standard clear tip but •	
provides 24 dB of attenuation
Small/large D shells available for attaching to wire kits•	

ear inserts

3 Wire Kit with e/P Socket
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